RELIGIOUS REVOLT OF HERMANO PULE (1840-1841)
- Apolinario de la Cruz
- Pandac, Lucban (now Quezon)
- priest
- Led the 1st major revolt
- attempt to enter a monastic order in Manila
- Religious freedom
- Indio (native, indigent)
COFRADIA DE SAN JOSE
"CONFRATERNITY OF ST. JOSEPH
JUNE 1840
brotherhood

Condemned (heresy)

Brotherhood's number increased

Gov. Gen. Marcelino Oraa & Archbishop Jose Seguí

Defeat of Alcāde Mayor Juan Ortega and his 300 men (Oct. 23, 1841)

Revolution at Barrio Isabang, slope of Mt. Banahaw

Reinforcements in Alitao (Nov. 1) by Colonel Joaquin Huet

Pule escaped

captured

Persecution = increased number of the brotherhood

executed by a firing squad at the town of Tayabas (Nov. 4, 1841)
The End.